In layered P2P streaming system, how to allocate number of the copies for each layer is a challenging problem. In this paper, we present a substream allocation scheme in layered P2P streaming. The proposed allocation scheme is adaptive to the request rate and number of the qualified peers. The simulation results show that the proposed allocation scheme enables the system to achieve an overall better quality compared to the general allocation schemes with fixed allocation percentages. In addition, the proposed allocation scheme can accelerate the growth of peer population in the initial stage of hybrid P2P streaming systems.
INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming has attracted considerable attention in the recent years. In P2P streaming, peers communicate directly with each other for sharing and exchanging data as well as other resources such as storage. It is typical that several serving peers collectively stream the requested content to the receiving peer, since a single serving peer may not be able or willing to contribute an upload bandwidth enough for the media playback at the receiver. This multipoint-to-point communication can provide a higher overall throughput to the receiver, hence resulting in a higher quality [1] .
Recently, the coordination mechanisms in multipointto-point P2P streaming have been reported in Peerstreaming [4] and PALS [5] . Peer selection and peer switching are studied in [6] . Tu et al. [2] presents an analytical framework to study the capacity growth in the hybrid streaming system, considering the unpredictable departure/failure of peers.
In layered coded P2P streaming, the video is encoded into multiple layers. A layer won't be able to be decoded if the lower layers are not available. The bit stream in layer i is defined as substream i. After a streaming session is finished, the receiving peer will replicate one or multiple substreams, and become a qualified peer [2] , which may serve other requesting peers in the next streaming session.
One of the major challenges in the layered P2P systems is how to allocate different number of the substreams for different layer. The lower layers have more importance than the higher layers. Therefore, more replicas should be made to increase the availability of the lower layers. The substream allocation is implemented by substream replication in the pool of qualified peers. A good allocation scheme can help the system to provide an overall good quality to the users, and accelerate the growth of the peer population in the P2P systems.
The impact on the system performance with different allocation schemes has been studied in [3] . In this paper, we propose a novel allocation scheme in layered P2P streaming systems. Compared with the general allocation schemes with fixed allocation percentages [3] , the proposed scheme can provide the users with a better quality. We also study how the proposed allocation scheme can accelerate the growth of the peer population in the initial stage of hybrid P2P streaming.
SUBSTREAM ALLOCATION

Single-file system
We first study a layered P2P streaming system with only a single video k where k is the video ID. In this subsection, we would like to determine how many copies of each substream should be stored among the pool of the qualified peers in order to achieve an overall high quality, if the total number of the online qualified peers N k is given.
The mean duration of the video is L. We encode the video into M layers using layered video codec. Each layer has an average bit rate B r . We assume that each substream is delivered from a peer via an independent path. The probability of successfully receiving substream i is denoted as q ki .
In our model, a central server manages the qualified peers and controls the substream replication. Each request is first sent to the central server, which then selects a qualified peer to deliver substream i (i=1,2,…M) to the receiver, respectively.
We assume that each qualified peer is homogeneous in contributed storage and upload bandwidth. Each qualified peer can store only one substream and upload only one substream to the receiver. Each qualified peer alternates between "on" and "off" states. We model the '"on" time as an exponentially distributed random variable with mean T on , and the "off" time as another exponentially distributed random variable with mean T off [3] . The steady probability that a peer stays at the "on" state is given by u=T on /(T on +T off ). There are totally W k qualified peers for video k in the pool. The expected number of the online qualified peers is N k =uW k . We will next determine the number N ki of substream i (i=1,2,…M) in the pool in order to achieve a high expected quality.
The expected quality is related to the request rate and the number of the substream for each layer. The request to the video is modeled as a Poisson process with a rate k . The qualified peers with substream i are trunked together to serve the requests for substream i. A request will be rejected without waiting in a queue, if there is no corresponding substream available in the serving pool. The steady probability P Bki that a request for substream i is rejected can be found from Erlang B trunking model [2, 7] :
We assume that the session will be finished successfully once its request is accepted. The probability of receiving substream i can be given by q ki =1-P Bki . The probability P km that the user receives the video with m layers can be written as The expected distortion of the received video is given by
where D km is the average distortion of received video with m decodable layers. The proposed substream allocation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The expected number of the online qualified peers N k is equal to the number of the substreams stored in the qualified peers, since each peer stores only one substream in our model. We determine the number of substream i in a stepwise way. In step 1, we divide N k substreams into two kinds: substream 1 and substream 2. We then find the number N k1 * of substream 1 by exhaustive search in N k in order to minimize the expected distortion E(D k2 ), the expected distortion of received video with at most 2 layers. Generally, in the step i The proposed scheme allocates the number of the copies for each substream by adapting to the request rate and the number of total substreams. The central server carries out the substream allocation by controlling the substream replication in each qualified peer, so that all the substreams are placed following the allocation vector V k .
Multi-file system
We now extend the analysis to a simplified multi-file system with F files. Each file has an average length of L. We divide the multi-file system into F virtual sub-systems, each of which deals with only one file.
The popularity of video k (k=1,2,…F) is modeled as a random variable following Zipf distribution f Z (k). The aggregate request rate is T . The request rate to video k is k = T f Z (k). There are totally N T online qualified peers in the system, we allocate N k qualified peers to store video k based on its popularity. Therefore we have N k =N T 
f Z (k).
Given the number of the online qualified peers for video k, we then can further allocate the substreams for each layer of video k using the proposed allocation scheme. The substream allocation vector for video k can be obtained as V k ={N k1 *,N k2 *,…N kM *}.
The average distortion of the F videos in the simplified multi-file system is given by
where E(D kM ) is the expected distortion of video k with at most M layers.
EVOLUTION OF QUALITY AND POPULATION UNDER THE PROPOSED ALLOCATION SCHEME
In this section, we study how the expected video quality and peer population evolve under the proposed substream allocation scheme in the hybrid P2P streaming. In hybrid P2P system, a newly released video file is first pushed to the central server. In the initial stage, the central server cooperates with the qualified peers to serve streams to the users since there are less qualified peers available [2] .
In our model, each qualified peer stores and uploads only one substream. We assume the Poisson request rate is fixed at H . The length of the video is L. We analyze the population of the qualified peers in a discrete-time manner. Each interval has a length of L. If G streaming sessions are initiated in the n th (n=1,2,…) interval and completed successfully, these G receivers will become new qualified peers in the (n+1) th interval [2] . The server has a fixed upload bandwidth, which can deliver S substreams. The population of the qualified peers in the n th interval is denoted as Z(n), which is equal to the number of the substreams in the n th interval since each qualified peer uploads one substream. Under the proposed allocation scheme, the total (S+ Z(n)) substreams are deployed as V H (n)={N 1 
where M is the number of the layers, N i (n) (i=1,2,…M) is the number of the substream i in the n th interval. Given the allocated number of each substream and the request rate H , the expected distortion of the received video in the n th interval can be calculated from equation (3) .
In the (n+1) th interval, the expected number of newly generated qualified peers Y m (n+1) with m decodable layers is given by
where P m (n) is the probability that a peer receives a video with m decodable layers in the n th interval. The population of the qualified peers in (n+1) th interval is given by M (n+1) ). Under the proposed allocation scheme, the total (S+Z(n+1)) substreams in the (n+1) th interval are deployed as
Then the expected distortion of the received video in the (n+1) th interval can also be calculated from equation (3) .
In this way, we can get the evolution of the expected quality and expected population of the qualified peers under the proposed allocation scheme.
SIMULATIONS
We encode the "Akiyo" CIF sequence into 6 layers using SNR-scalable extension of H.264/AVC [8] . Each layer has an average bit rate of 25 Kbps. The total average bit rate of the video is 150 Kbps. Each group of pictures (GOP) consists of 16 frames.
There are 20 videos in the multi-file P2P system. The popularity of the video follows Zipf distribution with parameter =1.1. The number of the requests follows Poisson process with a rate ranging from 0.001 to 0.25 requests/s. The average duration of the video is 1 hour.
Each peer contributes an upload bandwidth of 30 Kbps, and an average storage of 15 Mbytes. The mean "on" time of the peer is 9 hours, and the mean "off" time is 1 hour. Therefore, the availability of the peer is 0.9.
We compare the proposed allocation scheme to three general allocation schemes [3] , in which the number of the copies C m of layer m (m=1,2,…,M) is given by C m =a (M-m+1) b , where a is a normalization constant, b is 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0, respectively [3] . Fig. 2 shows the average PSNR versus request rate under different allocation schemes. The number of the qualified peers is 1000. The general schemes allocate the channels with fixed percentages without adapting to the change of the request rates, therefore the expected quality drops dramatically when the request rate is large. On the other hand, the proposed scheme adapts to the request rate, thus achieving a higher quality. Fig. 3 shows the average PSNR with different number of the qualified peers when the request rate is fixed at 0.1 requests/s. When the number of the qualified peers is small, the proposed allocation scheme allocates a larger percentage of the substreams to the lower-layers, thus increasing the quality quickly, while the general schemes don't allocate the substreams in an efficient way, thus lowering the quality.
The evolution of expected quality and the number of the qualified peers in the initial stage of hybrid P2P streaming system is evaluated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. The upload bandwidth that the server uses to serve this video is 5 Mbps, which can support 200 concurrent substreams. The request rate is 0.1 requests/s. We don't consider peer-failure in this scenario. Fig. 4 shows average quality evolution with time. In the beginning, the proposed scheme allocates more lowerlayer substreams to reduce the number of the rejected requests. Once the number of lower-layer substreams is large enough, the system will increase the number of higher-layer substreams to enhance the quality. In the initial stage, the general schemes allocate some higherlayer substreams. However, most of these high-layer substreams cannot be decoded since the availability of the lower-layer substreams is low. The similar impact can be seen on the peer population growth shown in Fig. 5 . The proposed scheme allocates the substreams in a better way, so that it can generate more qualified peers.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a substream allocation scheme in layered P2P streaming. The number of the substreams for each layer is determined by a stepwise approach. The proposed allocation scheme is adaptive to the request rate and the number of the available qualified peers. The proposed allocation scheme enables the layered P2P system to achieve an overall better quality compared to the general allocation schemes with fixed allocation percentages. In addition, the proposed allocation scheme can accelerate the growth of the video quality and peer population in the initial stage of hybrid P2P streaming systems.
In the future, we are going to investigate the system performance considering peer heterogeneity and peer failure. 
